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Grade-4

CHAPTER 1

BACK TO SCHOOL

Thinkingwise

1. This year is totally different because the children are going to have
a lot of fun and they won’t be studing.

2. The recess will last all day long.
3. Instead of the pledge of allegiance, they’ll sing a rock-and-roll song.
4. The students will play games in the classroom. They can bring their

toys and run in the hallways. They can make lots of noise there.
5. The student found in the end that it was all a dream.

Vocabularywise

1. h 2. g 3. a 4. f 5. b 6. d
7. e 8. c

Grammarwise

A. 1. Don’t close the door.
2. I am not satisfied with the result.
3. Don’t be quick.
4. These puzzles are not hard.
5. We cannot walk here.

B. 1. Does he have two brothers ?
2. Has he got a first-class ticket ?
3. Should you behave properly ?
4. Are the bells ringing in the church ?
5. Is the meeting at 5 p. m. ?

Writingwise

1. Commands 2. Q 3. C 4. S 5. Q
6. S 7. Q 8. Q 9. S 10. S

Listeningwise

1. We should always speak the truth.
2. Suchita is a polite girl.
3. We went to watch a movie.
4. Pongal is a harvest festival.
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5. My parents will be happy to meet you.
6. We have made the all arrangements.

CHAPTER 2

THE KITE COMPETITION

Thinkingwise
1. (c) 2. (a)
3. because the mirrors and beads on the tail made the kite too heavy

to fly.
4. worried

Rini and Chirag were worried that their design wasn’t as good as the
others. The other designs were more complicated and impressive-
looking.

5. (d)
Vocabularywise

1. c 2. d 3. a 4. h 5. i 6. j
7. e 8. b 9. f 10. g

Grammarwise

1. Most of the seats in the hall  2. Careless people
3. Don’t throw stones  4. Water pollution
5. The notice board  6. Mrs. and Mr. Khanna
7. The water in the river  8. The train
9. Farhan 10. The little girl

Listeningwise

1. The crocodile 2. Mahatma Gandhi
3. Delhi 4. The Atlas
5. * Christmas is celebrated on 25th December
6. Monkeys 7. The lion

Speakingwise

1. is celebrated on 26th January.
2. is a good boy.
3. is the holy book of Hindus.
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CHAPTER 3

A NEW PUPPY

Thinkingwise

1. (b)
2. He nibbled on Gautam, causing him to say, ‘‘No’’.
3. (d)
4. They wanted Buttercup to get used to her new home.
5. (a)

Vocabularywise

1. f 2. h 3. a 4. d 5. b 6. e
7. c 8. g

Grammarwise

1. Mumbai 2. lemon
3. chocolates, candies 4. The Times of India, newspaper
5. thief, air-frier, television 6. zoo
7. Cow, milk 8. Spiders, insects
9. Christians, church 10. class, Shimla

CHAPTER 4

THE ROTATING WHEEL

Thinkingwise

1. (d)
2. The sage gave four cotton wicks to the four friends.
3. The three friends collected the buried treasure whatever it was and

returned home.
4. The fourth friend continued his journey to find diamonds.
5. The moral of the story is ‘‘One bird in the hand is better than two

birds in the bush’’.
Vocabularywise

1. My friend find himself disoriented when he come up out of the
subway.

2. His body was drenched in blood.
3. My friend asked still sobbing–‘‘please tell me, where is my mom’’?
4. He was crying with tremendous pain.
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5. I’m sorry to see your ill-fate, friend.
6. He got a booty, after dig up that spot.

Grammarwise

1. Jatin went to Delhi by bus.
2. I bought a Cadbury’s chocolate.
3. Sheela went to school wearing a pair of Bata shoes.
4. Nagpur is the city famous for oranges.
5. The lion is a wild animal.
6. Kangaroo is an animal found in Australia.
7. Chetan Bhagat is a prominent Indian author.
8. Honda City is a car produced by Honda.
9. This year, Raksha Bandhan will fall on Sunday.
10.Quran is a sacred book of the Muslims.

Writingwise

1. bouquet 2. flock 3. team 4. packet 5. bunch 6. fleet
7. wolves

Listeningwise

1. Boy 2. Fruit 3. Car 4. City 5. Insect

CHAPTER 5

SANTA AND MY TWEET

Thinkingwise

1. The poet posts stuff on Facebook.
2. The poet writes ‘log’ on his blog.
3. Santa is supposed to find spam, email on Instagram.
4. (c)
5. According to the poem Santa lives on the North Pole.

Vocabularywise

1. sad 2. girl 3. November 4. Gloves 5. wall
Grammarwise

1. soap 2. salt 3. rice 4. water 5. bricks
Writingwise

1. thieves 2. wolves 3. women 4. cows 5. mice
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Listeningwise

1. horse 2. nephew 3. husband4. father 5. gentlemen
6. sir 7. bull 8. dog

CHAPTER 6

EVERYONE IS A WINNER

Thinkingwise

1. (c) 2. (a)
3. Mr. Sharma thanked Jamal for getting so many of his classmates to

come out to the race.
4. (b)
5. Jamal noticed that Rohan was grabbing his ride and lagging behind.

He went back and helped Rohan and other classmates get to the
finish line. They crossed the finish line together.

Grammarwise

1. my friend’s book 2. mens’ wallet
3. the wolf’s tail 4. Gagan’s bag
5. Teachers’ card 6. Father’s car
7. wardens’ order 8. Laxmans’ cartoon

Vocabularywise

1. d 2. f 3. g 4. b 5. h 6. a
7. e 8. c

Listeningwise

1. All the children were in their uniform.
2. Can’t you wait for some time ?
3. Do not make here noise.
4. Their uncle went to visit to Delhi.
5. Should we go out tonight for dinner ?

CHAPTER 7

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE

Thinkingwise

1. (a)
2. Sameer had gone to self-serve car washes with his mom. At a self-

serve car wash, you get out of the car and wash it yourself. In this
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story, Sameer is visiting an automatic car wash. In this type of car
wash, you sit in the car while machines wash your car.

3. annoyed, bored, frustrated.
4. (c)
5. An errand is a short trip to buy something or pick something up.

Vocabularywise

1. insisted 2. shopping 3. palace 4. errand 5. conveyor
6. octopus 7. protest

Grammarwise

1. big, polluted  2. filtered 3. wide 4. holy
5. big  6. brave 7. express 8. noise
9. hot 10. dull, boring 11. many
12.fast, disappeared

Listeningwise

1. BRAVE 2. IMPOLITE 3. LAZY
4. HELPFUL 5. HONEST 6. ADORABLE
7. FRIENDLY

Speakingwise

1. planned 2. nice 3. big 4. beautiful 5. good
6. brilliant 7. Hot 8. Cold 9. Dark 10. Muddy

CHAPTER 8

RUNNING - A WAY OF LIFE

Thinkingwise

1. (d)
2. (i) Running strengthens your heart, lungs and muscles.

(ii) Running develops coordination and makes you more aware of
your body.
(iii) Running gives you energy by increasing your oxygen intake.
(iv) Running can help you stay more focused in school because it
exercise help.

3. (c)
4. a. opinion b. fact c. fact

Vocabularywise

1. d 2. f 3. b 4. g 5. e 6. a 7. c
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Grammarwise

1. bigger 2. taller 3. more beautiful 4. better 5. hardest
6. cleverest 7. juicier 8. colder 9. more confident
10.strongest

Writingwise

1. immune system 2. realistic 3. marathon
4. heart 5. concentration

Listeningwise

1. faster 2. largest 3. more beautiful 4. easier
5. most important 6. better 7. juicier

ASSESSMENT-1

A. 1. (c)
2. Answer will change, depending on current year.
3. (d) 4. (a) 5. (d)

B. 1. cheek, leak, greek
2. guide, hide, glide
3. chop, cop, mop
4. blur, feur, jerr
5. beam, stream, theme

C. 1. shortest 2. same 3. last 4. replying 5. break
D. 1. giraffe monkey tiger tortoise

2. apple apricot Kiwi orange
3. gliding jogging jumping rafting
4. island plains plateau valley
5. hospital police station post office supermarket

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

E. 1. swarm 2. army 3. fleet
F. 1. polite 2. dirty 3. muddy 4. old
G. 1. The children are playing outside.

2. The knives are very sharp.
3. The women are dancing merrily.

MAIN COURSE BOOK

H. 1. b 2. d 3. a 4. e 5. c
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I. 1. because the mirrors and beads on the tail made the kite too heavy
to fly.

2. The sage gave four cotton wicks to the four friends.
3. Mr. Sharma thanked Jamal for getting so many of his classmates to

come out to the race.
4. Sameer felt annoyed and bored in the beginning of the story.
5. The poet wrote ‘log’ on his blog in the poem ‘Santa and My Tweet’.

CHAPTER 9

THE KING AND THE PARROTS

Thinkingwise

1. The tribal king was happy to catch the parrots as he could teach
them to talk and then let his children play with the talking parrots.

2. The sage taught the parrot to recite holy hymns.
3. The parrot of the tribal king attend the guest with filthy manner.
4. The sage’s parrot behaved politely with the guest.
5. ‘Always keeps good company’.

Vocabularywise

1. an 2. a 3. a 4. an 5. the 6. a
7. an 8. the 9. an 10. a

Grammarwise

Nouns Pronouns
1. eagle it
2. Deepak you
3. Energy it
4. Varun icecream and pizza them
5. Shubham his

Doctor he
Writingwise

1. I, you 2. She, him 3. you, your, It
4. you 5. me, you
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CHAPTER 10

THE ANT ANTHEM

Thinkingwise

1. Crumbs
2. Ants could not talk in real life.
3. Ants could gather food and take it to the queen in real life.
4. Answer will vary. Possible answer : ‘Ants’ Jubilee’.
5. (c) 6. (d)

Vocabularywise

1. treasure 2. victory 3. perhaps 4. jubilee 5. discovering
6. meadow 7. silent

Grammarwise

1. completed 2. were trying 3. will be participating
4. is making 5. sang 6. teach
7. has 8. will be leaving

Writingwise

1. roar 2. taking 3. be coming 4. crying
5. climbing 6. is reading 7. are going

CHAPTER 11

GRASSHOPPERS

Thinkingwise

1. a. 4 b. 5 c. 90 mm
2. Grasshoppers have a tympanum, a drum like organ, in their knees

that senses vibrations.
3. (b)
4. Grasshoppers eat their crops.
5. Some types of grasshoppers eat the weeds that kill crops.

Vocabularywise

1. a 2. d 3. c 4. a 5. f 6. b
Grammarwise

1. lived 2. is going 3. lived 4. writes 5. enjoyed
6. is 7. fought 8. dreamt 9. looking 10. will be back
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Writingwise

1. toxic 2. barley 3. vibrations 4. organ
Speakingwise

1. A cobbler mends our shoes.
2. A photographer makes our portrait.
3. A doctor treats the sick people.
4. A postman brings us letters.
5. A conductor gives tickets in the bus.
6. A carpenter makes furniture for us.
7. A peon rings the school bell.

CHAPTER 12

KITTY’S NEW HOME

Thinkingwise

1. (b) 2. (a)
3. Tarun didn’t think it was a good idea to pick up the cat because it

was a stray and it could have had rabies or some other disease that
could be transmitted to humans if scratched or bit.

4. They remembered that their dad found an old dog house in their
yard when they moved into their home and had put it in the shed.
So Gudiya and Tarun took out the dog house and put it in the back
of the yard so the cat could have a warm, dry place to sleep until
they found its owner.

5. If I were in place of the two characters in the story I would also give
the cat a shelter and milk to drink.

Vocabularywise

1. rabies 2. stray 3. nuzzled 4. dog house
5. collar 6. meowed 7. neighbourhood

Grammarwise

Fill in the blanks with is, are or am.
1. is 2. are 3. am 4. are 5. are

Fill in the blanks with was or were.
1. was 2. were 3. was 4. were 5. was

Fill in the blanks with has or have.
1. have 2. has 3. have, has 4. has 5. have
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Writingwise

1. help 2. does not eat 3. opened 4. does, live 5. works
Listeningwise

1. They did not call for the police immediately.
2. The child did not answer quickly.
3. I did not get the news today in the morning.
4. We did not go to Mumbai in the summer vacations.
5. The teacher did not praise us.

CHAPTER 13

THE CAT, THE RAT AND THE HUNTER

Thinkingwise

1. When the mouse saw the cat trapped in the snare he became happy
and came out of his hole and began taking rounds of the trap in great
joy.

2. The rat got frightened because he thought that the owl and the
mongoose would surely kill and eat him.

3. The mouse convinced the cat by saying that if she spare his life,
he’ll bite off the trap and set the cat free.

4. The next day, when the cat wanted to meet the mouse, the mouse
refused saying that enemies will be enemies.

5. The moral of the story is ‘‘Friendship with an enemy is a temporary
affair’’.

Vocabularywise

1. beard cheered reared
2. met set pet
3. goal croll bole
4. could should stood
5. fear dear year
6. cope slope mope
7. kite tight light

Grammarwise

1. Air is everywhere.
2. Yesterday we played a cricket match.
3. He spoke politely.
4. They never miss their dance classes.
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5. We are holding a debate competition in our club.
6. The driver drove the car safely.
7. Sachin has come back.
8. Skipping a dinner sometimes is good.
9. Come up.
10.The king ruled wisely.

Writingwise

1. hard 2. loudly 3. fastly 4. correctly 5. politely

CHAPTER 14

ADVENTUROUS PIRATES

Thinkingwise

1. Stinky Peter wanted to travel the seven seas.
2. The captain’s orders were, swab the decks, hoist the sails–out to sea!
3. Yes, the parrot in the play talked. I can say it because the words

Awkk, treasure, danger are said by parrot in this play.
4. The pirates reached A mysterious island in the end.
5. By sailing they reached there.

Vocabularywise

1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (a) 5. (c) 6. (a)
Grammarwise
A. 1. on 2. at 3. In 4. on 5. at
B. 1. in 2. into 3. In 4. into 5. out of
C. 1. under 2. over 3. above 4. below 5. on
D. 1. to 2. for 3. from
E. 1. between 2. near 3. in front of 4. among 5. behind

CHAPTER 15

THE BIRTHDAY PRESENT

Thinkingwise
1. (c)
2. (i) Horse are very expensive.

(ii) They don’t have a place to keep it.
3. Banku
4. Five beginner riding lessons with her friend Lucy.
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5. Feed him and groom him.
6. (d)

Vocabularywise

1. d 2. c 3. f 4. g 5. h 6. b
7. a 8. e

Grammarwise
1. Is the movie a thriller or a comedy ?
2. I was tired because I had been studying for the whole day.
3. She went to the vendor and asked for an ice cream.
4. Would you like to have a cup of hot tea or a glass of cold juice ?
5. We liked the car but it was too expensive for us.
6. You are honest and kind.
7. We were ready to go out but it rained heavily.
8. You should be punctual in your studies or you will be fail.

Writingwise

1. but 2. because 3. or 4. but 5. and
6. but 7. because

Listeningwise

1. tired - weary
2. thankful - grateful
3. faithful - loyal
4. permit - allow
5. amazing - wonderful

CHAPTER 16

A FOODY FUNDRAISER

Thinkingwise

1. The teacher names Amy’s idea, ‘‘Dinner from Around the World’’.
2. Amina is from Ethiopia.
3. Ibrahim brought a dish of spiced grilled soya-granules over white

rice with fried eggplant and hummus with pita bread.
4. Raita is a yogurt mixed with cucumber.
5. Amy’s school needed to raise money to buy computers.
6. Alia brought lentil soup, dinner rolls, and a salad.
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Vocabularywise
ninty fourty all ready
hight recieve obay
villain wether

Grammarwise
1. b 2. e 3. d 4. c 5. a

Writingwise

My dear.................., Examination Hall,
.....................(city).
(Date)

I hope this letter of mine will find you in the best of your health and
spirits. I am dropping you a line with a happy news of my elder
brother’s marriage. You know that he has been selected medical
officer. My mother has decided to get him married on the 19th
January. All the arrangements have been made. A large number of
relatives and friends will attend the ceremony. It will, no doubt, be
a happy occasion for all of us. You will certainly enjoy the company
at friends. I hope you will be here with us, at least, three days before
the marriage. I shall make the best of your wise suggestions. My
father and mother will feel happy too at your presence with us. I
shall be waiting for your reply anxiously. Please confirm my invita-
tion as soon as possible.

With best wishes
       Yours
        xyz

Listeningwise

1. well 2. brightly 3. bravely 4. quickly
5. neatly 6. easily

ASSESSMENT-2
A. 1. (c) 2. (b)

3. 4th Adams becomes curious to find out what chicle tastes like,
so he tries it.

1st Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna comes to New York and
stays with Thomas Adams.

3rd Adams tries to make toys and boots out of chicle.
2nd Santa Anna introduces Thomas Adams to chicle.
5th Adams opens the first chewing gum factory in the world.
6th Walter Diemer invents bubble gum.
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B. c 1.
e 2.
d 3.
a 4.
b 5.

C. 1. tropical 2. accountant 3. defeat 4. contemplate
5. licorice

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY
D. 1. an 2. a 3. a 4. an 5. the 6. an

7. the 8. an 9. a 10. the
E. 1. smartly how adverbs

2. dirty how adverbs
3. now when adverbs

F. 1. at 2. on 3. to 4. at
G. 1. dear 2. hole 3. floor

MAIN COURSE BOOK

H. 1. The parrot of the tribal king attend the guest with filthy manner.
2. Some types of grasshoppers eat the weeds that kill crops.
3. The mouse convinced the cat by saying that if she spare his life, he

will bite off the trap and set the cat free.
4. Banku
5. The captain’s orders were swab the decks, hoist the sails–out to sea!

J. 1. e 2. a 3. d 4. b 5. c
K. Writing

Once a fox fell into a deep well. He tried to come out but in vain.
So he waited for someone to pass-by and help him. Soon he saw a
goat passing by and called her. He tricked her by saying that he is
in the well because the water tasted good. The goat believed the fox
and she too jumped into the well. The clever fox promised her to
help to come out. He climbed on the goat and jumped out of the well
and ran away. The poor goat was left in the water and realised her
mistake.

L. ‘‘My Hobby’’
My hobby is drawing. I mostly draw pictures of people, animals,
flowers and birds. I use crayons, pencils, colour pencils etc. to draw
pictures. During birthdays of my parents, sister and friends, I gift my
best drawings to them. I spend my free time drawing pictures. I got
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first prize in my school for the drawing competition. I love drawing.
I like to draw the sunset the most. I like to become an artist when
I grow up.

READING AND MORE

1. RECYCLING

A. 1. Soda cans, magazines, cereal boxes, bottles of juice.
2. 4

1
2
3

3. Recycling allows items to continue their lives as something else.
4. (b)
5. Recycling reduces waste. Recycling saves energy.

B. d 1.
f 2.
g 3.
b 4.
a 5.
i 6.
c 7.
e 8.
h 9.

C. Old TV
2. CAROLINE AND THE CASTLE

1. Caroline lived in a free house.
2. Answer will very simple :

The queen was kind, generous and sharing.
3. It means that they said goodbye.
4. Answer will very simple :

Animals in the woods cannot talk. There are no real fairies.
5. Caroline and her family could really walk in the woods. Caroline

could really have a feast.
3. CATCH OF THE DAY

A. 1. b 1.
d 2.
c 3.
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a 4.
2. a turtle
3. (c)
4. Possible answer :

You don’t have to win to have a good time.
B. 1. competition 2. cast 3. gentle 4. community

5. ridge 6. beneath 7. budge
4. CHAMELEON—A REPTILE OF MANY TALENTS

A. 1. (b) 2. (c)
3. O

F
F
O

B. 1. fused 2. pupil 3. catapults 4. snatch 5. emotions
6. turquoise 7. desert

5. CRAZY WALNUTS

1. (c) 2. (d)
3. Walnut trees provide lumber and nuts.
4. A plumule is a shoot that grows out of the soil bearing true leaves.

6. BIG CITY FUN

A. 1. (b) 2. (b)
In the story Mini is surprised to see the large buildings, the crowds,
and the sights of the city.

3. In the beginning she does not like the city and wishes she were at
home. At the end of the story she likes the city and wants to come
back.

4. (c)
B. 1. incredible 2. animated 3. clutched

4. carnival 5. Keyboard
C. I prefer to live in a big city, because there exist many facilities. Such

as, vast public transportation network, and more important is job
opportunities. There is a better life in big city than in smaller city.


